
Science

Forces and Motion
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Q *o*. is force used?

A ao... is used in all our acrivities from
brushing our teeth to walking, lifting and
writing. Every one of our actions requires
some force. You need energy to create force
Machines use force to move something or
to build something.
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What is inertia?

A-fl lüt oDJect fends to carry on doing the
same thing, whether it is at rest or moving,
unless a fbrce acts on it to change that. This
is called inertia. Your pencil box lies on the
table until you push it. This srate of resr is
called inertia of rest. Then, with the force of
your fingeq it moves on until it meets another
force that stops it. This movement is called
inertia of motion. If the force you push the
object with is too much, it will go beyond the
point where you wanted it to go.

Q ** is graütational force?

A C.uuiry is the force thar Sir Isaac Newron
discovered, as he watched an apple fall offa
tree onto the ground. Jt is a lorce thar draws
everything in the Earth's atmosphere and
beyond toward the center of the Earth and it
keeps us on the ground. Gravity does notjust
act on the Earth; it is the force ofattraction
between all bodies (things) in the universe.

{ The science of a kick

¡ ) lhe force of rhe kick makes the ball

ül move. The force used bv someone
etse's foot makes it sLop.

^ The discoverer of gravity
5ir lsaac Newton ('1641-1727) is supposed to have
discovered gravity after seeing an apple fall from a tree

As bodies get closer together, the force of
grar.ity gets stronger, and as they move apart,
gravity gets weaker. Biggea heavier bodies
are affected more by graütational force.
They also exert a greater force ofgravity
themselves. Gravity holds the solaisystem
together and keeps the Earth close enough
to the Sun for us to get the warmth we need.

Q ""* 
do I stay on a merry-go-round

without fiying off?

A-r:t You stay on a merry-go-round because
of centripetal force. When you feel you are
going to fly off into the air, ir is because
your body wants to keep moving in the
same direction all the time. This feeling
is the inertia of morion. But rlre centripetal
force keeps attracting you to the center of
the merry-go-round, making sure you stay
on board! Objects set in motion normally
move in a straight line because of inertia of
motion, unless some other force acts upon
them and changes their path. \4¡hen a ball
tied to a piece of string is swung round, the
centripetal force acts upon the ball, attracúng
it to the center of the circle. The centripetal
force from the. string pulls the ball to keep it
on its circular path.
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